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There were at least 24 different Treaties of Paris signed during the 16th through 19th
centuries. One signed in 1898 resulted in the end of the Spanish-American War

between Spain and the United States.

What's Our History?

3.   What is the most commonly spoken first language in the world?

Spanish Mandarin English French German

4.  Who gave Florida to the United States of America in 1821?

The Spanish The French The British The Tequesta

Miami New York City Boston St. Augustine

2.   What is the oldest city in the modern United States of America?

1.  In what year did Ponce de Leon lead the first Spanish expedition to Florida?

1492 1513 1565 1776

5.  For how many years did England control Florida?

5 10 20 50 100

6.  Which treaty returned Florida to Spanish control?

1763 Treaty of Paris 1783 Treaty of Paris Adams-Onis Treaty

7.  In what year did the American Revolutionary War start?

1565 1763 1775 1776 1821

8.  Who was the Spanish king when the first successful Spanish colony was started in Florida?

Juan Ponce de Leon Philip II Christopher Columbus

Read the panel What's Our History? to find the answers to the questions below. 
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Not native
to the

Americas

Native
to the

Americas

Onion PeachWheat

Pear

Pumpkin

Citrus

AppleMango

Banana

Corn

Tomato

BONUS: 
Put a heart        around any of your favorite foods. 

Put an X through any foods you dislike.
Check out your classmates' answers. What do you have in common?

The official Florida state tree, the sabal palm, is actually a grass and not a tree!The official Florida state tree, the sabal palm, is actually a grass and not a tree!  
It is a Florida native species, however, unlike our state flower and fruit.It is a Florida native species, however, unlike our state flower and fruit.  

Do you know what they are?Do you know what they are?

Pineapple

Read the Pop Up Museum panel What's for Dinner? to discover which familiar fruits and vegetables
are native to the Americas and which ones were imported to the New World. 
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Draw a line from each fruit that is native (indigenous) 
to the Americas to the green box. 

 
Draw a line from each fruit that is non-native (introduced)

to the Americas to the blue box.

What's for Dinner?
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This  compilation was created from: the Florentine Codex by Bernardino De Sahagún.  https://www.loc.gov/item/2021667837/.

The Nahuas are a group of Indigenous peoples from Central America. After the Spanish invaders arrived in
the New World, the Spanish government decided it was important to understand the Nahuas in order to
best conquer and convert them to Christianity. To do so, Franciscan missionary Bernardino de Sahagún
was ordered to document the Nahua's culture and history. He learned the Nahua language, then created
a set of questions for Nahua students to ask their leaders. He also trained other Nahuas to record the
answers in both drawings and their native language. Sahagún later provided Spanish translations and
compiled it all into a 3-volume book called The General History of the Things of New Spain. It is now often
called the Florentine Codex.

The three images below are from the last book in the Florentine Codex, which is titled The Conquest of
New Spain. It records the invasion of the Nahua lands from the perspective of the indigenous people,
rather than through the eyes of the Spaniards. 

Describe what you see happening in each of the three images above. Please note: According to the
written translation of this book, all of the people in these images arrived back on shore unharmed. 

Right Image:

Left Image:

Middle Image:

9

Historical artwork can provide images of long ago events, but it can also includeHistorical artwork can provide images of long ago events, but it can also include
artist bias or inaccuracies, which affects how past events are understood later. Doartist bias or inaccuracies, which affects how past events are understood later. Do

you think modern photos provide the same concerns? Why or why not?you think modern photos provide the same concerns? Why or why not?

A Secret Weapon?

https://www.loc.gov/item/2021667837/
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Who's in Charge?
Before 1844, most messages that had to be sent over long distances were carried by messengers who
memorized them or carried them in writing on foot, by horse, or by ship. Simple messages could also be
sent by semaphore at sea using special flags, but this required the receiver to be close enough to see
the sender.

The telegraph allowed messages to be sent over long distances using electricity. Although the first
commercial telegraph was invented in 1837, the process of sending messages was complicated and
varied between machines and operators. By 1844, however, Samuel Morse and Alfred Vail created a
standard code for each letter of the alphabet using a combination of dots (called "dits") and dashes
(called "dahs"). This simple system allowed even long messages to be carried out quickly. You can also
use the code to send messages by flashing a light or sounding a horn.

Morse's code was updated in 1865 to create the International Morse Code system shown below.  

Use the chart to translate the coded words underneath. 
Hint: The answers are vocabulary words used in this panel!

-.. -.-- -.-
D Y K

.-A
-...B -.-.C -..

D
.E

..-.F
--.G
....H
..I

J .---

-.-K
L .-..

--M
-.N
---O

.--.P
--.-Q
.-.R
...S
-T

..-U
V ...-

.--W
X -..-
Y -.--
Z --..

One dot or dit = 1 unit of time

One dash or dah = 3 units of time

Semaphore crabs are named after the system of holding flags in special positions toSemaphore crabs are named after the system of holding flags in special positions to
send messages. Male semaphore crabs stand outside their burrows and wave theirsend messages. Male semaphore crabs stand outside their burrows and wave their

front legs at other crabs passing by. What could they be trying to say?front legs at other crabs passing by. What could they be trying to say?
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Florida is the only state that borders both the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean.Florida is the only state that borders both the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean.  
No matter where you are in Florida, you are never more than 60 miles from saltwater.No matter where you are in Florida, you are never more than 60 miles from saltwater.

When was the last time you went to the beach?When was the last time you went to the beach?

Jacksonville
Pensacola

Orlando

Gainesville

Panama City

Melbourne

St. Augustine

Ft. Lauderdale

Key West

Tallahassee

St. Petersburg

Miami

Dry Tortugas

Tampa

Gu l f  o f  Me x i c o

Atlantic  Ocean

Pensacola Bay Apalachee bay

Tampa ba
y

Florida bay

Biscayne bay

Straits of Flo
rida

Marquesas Keys

Lake Okeechobee

9.  What does a brown dot      mean?

10. What does a yellow star      mean?

What's at Stake?

BONUS:  Circle the oldest city
 in the United States of America.

8 .   What  does  text  i n  th i s  font  mean?

4.  Pensacola is _________ of Tallahassee.

5.  Tampa is _________ of St. Petersburg.

6.  Miami is _________ of Melbourne.

Choose the best direction for each question below:

7.  Key West is __________ of the Dry Tortugas.

Gulf Stream

G
ulf Stream

G
ulf Stream

3.  Tampa is _________ of Orlando.

2.  Gainesville is _________ of Key West.

1.   Gainesville is _________ of Panama City.

Gulf Stream
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The original US dollar was based on the design of Spanish silver coins called reales. Compare and
contrast the two coins below. Fill in the chart below using the information that you can find in the
images. 

Origin - What nation produced it?

Denomination - What is it worth?

Mint - Where was it made?

Date - When was it made?

Legend - What phrases does it show?

Assayer - Who tested the quality?

Designer - Who designed it?

Ruler - Who was the country's leader?

B

A

C

D

E

F

G

H

Mark and MeaningSymbol Modern
US coin

17th Century
Spanish Coin

Not applicable GG

Not applicable

17th Century
Spanish coin

Modern
US Sacagawea

dollar coin

  The first time a woman appeared on US paper currency was in 1865, when the FederalThe first time a woman appeared on US paper currency was in 1865, when the Federal
Reserve used the image of an indigenous person on the back of the $20 bill.Reserve used the image of an indigenous person on the back of the $20 bill.  

Who do you think it was?Who do you think it was?

VIII (8 reales)

Note: It was common to use a "V" instead of "U" and a "Z" instead of a "2" in the 17th century. 

Not applicable

15Who's Got the Treasure?
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Florida has the lowest high point of any US state at only 345ft (105m) above sea level. 
This low elevation puts much of the Florida peninsula at risk of flooding during hurricanes and high

tides. How would you design a building with this factor in mind?

3.  Which countries attempted to build colonies in Florida? (Careful! More than one answer is correct!)

France Germany Great Britain Spain Canada

4.  Who built the oldest permanent structure in Florida?

The Spanish The French The British The Tequesta

1492 1513 1565 1586 1821

2.  What year was the oldest city established in what is now the United States of America?

  Who founded St. Augustine?1.

Juan Ponce de
Leon

Rene de
Laudonnière

Pedro
Menendez

Sir Francis
Drake

5.  Which other state was admitted to the United States of America at the same time as Florida?

Texas Iowa Hawaii California Georgia

7.  What was the name of the French colony in Florida?

Fort Drake Fort Desoto Fort Caroline Fort Miami

8.  When did Spain transfer Florida to the United States of America?

1763 1776 18211783

Why Settle Here?

6.  For which country did Sir Frances Drake burn St. Augustine in 1586?

Spain France Great Britain The Netherlands

  Intended to guard America from enemy ships in the Gulf of Mexico and the FloridaIntended to guard America from enemy ships in the Gulf of Mexico and the Florida
Straits, Fort Jefferson in the Dry Tortugas was under construction for 30 years, but wasStraits, Fort Jefferson in the Dry Tortugas was under construction for 30 years, but was

never finished. Why do you think it was abandoned?never finished. Why do you think it was abandoned?

Read the panel Why Settle Here? to answer the questions below. 
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Maritime archaeology is the study of objects people left behind in order to learn howMaritime archaeology is the study of objects people left behind in order to learn how
humans have interacted with the oceans, lakes, and rivers in the past.humans have interacted with the oceans, lakes, and rivers in the past.  

Which water source do you enjoy visiting more? Why?Which water source do you enjoy visiting more? Why?

What Do Shipwrecks Teach Us?

Even though this fragile artifact
was often used to carry liquids,
the style of jar is named after
this tiny fruit:

This artifact shows us that some
things don't change! This type of
tool is as useful today as it was
in 1564. What is it?

Archaeology is not just about finding
things, but also about finding more
questions! What's your theory for
how this object was used?

Everybody has to pay taxes -
even in the 17th century! What is
the name of the stamp used to
show that 20% taxes had been
paid on this item?

19

https://interacty.me/projects/77c8fa0e9d479d54 https://interacty.me/projects/f016ad6e0f889fe5

https://interacty.me/projects/1022617f7dd72dac https://interacty.me/projects/48331e8ce45cf288

Scan the QR codes below (on a paper version) or click the links (on a digital file) to discover
shipwreck artifacts that the Mel Fisher Maritime Museum has recovered from sunken Spanish
galleons! Fill in the blanks for each question by exploring each artifact online.

https://interacty.me/projects/48331e8ce45cf288
https://interacty.me/projects/77c8fa0e9d479d54
https://interacty.me/projects/1022617f7dd72dac
https://interacty.me/projects/f016ad6e0f889fe5
https://interacty.me/projects/77c8fa0e9d479d54
https://interacty.me/projects/f016ad6e0f889fe5
https://interacty.me/projects/1022617f7dd72dac
https://interacty.me/projects/48331e8ce45cf288


Since 1990, four ships have been purposefully sunk in the Florida Keys MarineSince 1990, four ships have been purposefully sunk in the Florida Keys Marine
Sanctuary to create artificial reefs for corals and other marine animals.Sanctuary to create artificial reefs for corals and other marine animals.  

Do you think this is a good or bad idea? Why?Do you think this is a good or bad idea? Why?

What you see now isn't always
what once was. How many points
(or tines) did this fishing tool have
when it was first made?

450 years under the ocean
destroyed the wood and metal of
this artifact. We were able to create
a resin cast of the original metal
part called a:

This artifact is a good example of
how finding one artifact can lead to
looking for another. For example,
nobody makes one of these without
making sure it fits into a:

Sometimes, larger artifacts can
hide smaller artifacts! This
concreted artifact hid a much
smaller and more common
shipwreck artifact called a:

What Do Shipwrecks Teach Us?
20

Scan the QR codes below (on a paper version) or click the links (on a digital file) to discover
shipwreck artifacts that the Mel Fisher Maritime Museum has recovered from sunken Spanish
galleons! Fill in the blanks for each question by exploring each artifact online.

https://interacty.me/projects/64af49a3f3b3c4b2 https://interacty.me/projects/b2affcee9406b8c5

https://interacty.me/projects/759b213ed53eac98 https://interacty.me/projects/d375475d8f1ed8a2

https://interacty.me/projects/64af49a3f3b3c4b2
https://interacty.me/projects/b2affcee9406b8c5
https://interacty.me/projects/759b213ed53eac98
https://interacty.me/projects/d375475d8f1ed8a2
https://interacty.me/projects/64af49a3f3b3c4b2
https://interacty.me/projects/b2affcee9406b8c5
https://interacty.me/projects/759b213ed53eac98
https://interacty.me/projects/d375475d8f1ed8a2


READY, SET, GO!
indigenous

conquistador
conquer
native

bullion
navigate
empire
voyage
latitude

longitude
current

resource
salvage
galleon

You're going to be seeing the words below in the Pop Up Museum: When Spain Came to Florida. It
will be important to know what they mean, but for now all you need to do is recognize them! For a
harder game, play online by scanning the code below.

cargo
fleet

archive
treaty

expedition SCAN & PLAY

Word Search
21
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10

11 12

13

14

15

16

17 18
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SCAN
& PLAY

Use the vocabulary words provided in the Word Search to complete the puzzle below.

Across

1. to save something from being destroyed

2. a large wooden sailing ship

3. a measurement describing east/west location

4. someone related to someone from the past

6. items being transported for trade or sale

7. a group of ships sailing together

8. a trip for a specific purpose

12. to win by force

14. a place where historical papers are saved

18. a formal agreement between two or more countries

Down

Crossword

D
E

C
S

E
N
D
A
N
T

5. precious metals shaped into bars 

9. to plan and direct a path 

10. a group of lands and peoples ruled by one leader 

11. a trip across water 

13. the first peoples in a particular place 

15. an explorer-soldier of the Spanish Empire 

16. a measurement describing north/south location 

17. a constant movement of seawater 

19. something that can be used by living things
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Answer Key
Crossword

Across
5. bullion   9. navigate   10. empire   11. voyage   13.  indigenous   
15. conquistador   16. latitude   17. current   19. resource

Down
1. salvage   2. galleon   3. longitude   4. descendant   6. cargo   
7. fleet   8. expedition   12. conquer   14. archive   18. treaty

What's for Dinner?
Native to the Americas: tomato, corn, pineapple, pumpkin

Not native to the Americas: banana, mango, wheat, onion, peach, apple, citrus, pear

Who's in Charge?
1. king    2. fleet   3. empire   4. conquest   5. archive

A Secret Weapon?
 ANSWERS WILL VARY because of individual interpretation, but the general concept shown in the panels is:
1. The Indigenous people use small boats to greet the Spanish with gifts
2. The Indigenous people are chained in the Spanish ship
3. The Spaniards shoot a gun into the air and the Indigenous people faint from the sound

Word Search

What's at Stake?
  East
  North
  South West
  West
  North East

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.   South or South South West
7.   East or East South East
8.   Named body of water
9.   City or other named land location
10.  State capital location  

What's Our History?
1. 1513   2. St. Augustine   3. Mandarin   4. The Spanish   5. Twenty   6. 1783 Treaty of Paris   7. 1775    8. Philip II
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  One dollar
  United States of America
  W (West Point, NY)
  2000
  Liberty, E Pluribus Unum, In God
We Trust
  Not applicable
  GG (Glenna Goodacre)
 None

Modern US Coin
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Who's Got the Treasure?

  8 reales 
  Hispaniurvm (Spain)
  PT (Potosi)
  1620
  D.G. ET INDIARVM REX ANO (BY THE GRACE OF GOD IS KING OF
SPAIN AND THE INDIES)
  T (Mark of Juan Ximenez de Tapia)
  Not applicable
  Phillipvs III (King Philip III)

17th Century Spanish Coin
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

"Out of many, one." This phrase was proposed by Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson as
the official motto for the US. It was adopted on the official Great Seal of our country in 1782 by
an Act of Congress. In 1956, another Act of Congress made "In God we trust" the official motto
of the US. It is also the official state motto of Florida.

Bonus Background:
1.

What Do Shipwrecks Teach Us?
 Olive    2. Quinto    3. Scissors    4. Answers will vary. but the artifact is a curled or twisted nail    5. Prod1.

      6. Lock   7. Five    8. Spike

Why Settle Here?
 Pedro Menendez    2. 1565    3. France, Spain, Great Britain    4. The Tequesta    5. Iowa   6. England   7. Fort
Caroline   8. 1821

1.

24
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Appoint: (v.) to formally choose someone for a specific task or job

Archive: (n.) a place in which public records or historical papers are saved

Aristocrat: (n.) someone born into the highest level of certain societies

Bedrock: (n.) a solid layer of rock that lies underneath loose soil or gravel

Bullion: (n.) very pure forms of precious metals like gold or silver, often shaped into bars for storage

Cargo: (n.) items being transported by air, land, or sea for trade or sale in a new location

Colony: (n.) a settlement built in a location separate from the country that rules it

Conquest: (n.) a victory by force

Conquistador: (n.) an explorer-soldier of either the Spanish or Portuguese Empires of the 15th and 16th
centuries

Contagious: (adj.) able to be spread from one person to another

Convert: (v.) to change religious or other beliefs

Current: (n.) a constant movement of seawater controlled by gravity, wind, and water density

Deck: (n.) a floor of a boat or ship

Descendant: (n.) someone related to another person who lived at an earlier time

Empire: (n.) a group of lands and peoples that are under the control of one supreme leader

Enslave: (v.) to take away someone’s freedom

Evidence: (n.) information or materials that support whether something is true or false

Excavate: (v.) to reveal or remove something by digging

Expedition: (n.) a journey or voyage by a group of people for a specific purpose

                          Fleet: (n.) a group of ships under the same ownership sailing together

Glossary
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Galleon: (n.) a large wooden sailing ship

Hold: (n.) the part of a ship below the decks in which cargo is stored

Immigration: (n.) the process of moving to a new country

Indigenous: (adj.) originally the first peoples, plants, and/or animals in a particular place

Isolate: (v.) to set or place apart from others

Latitude: (n.) a measurement describing how far north or south of the earth’s equator something is

Longitude: (n.) a measurement describing how far east or west of Earth’s prime meridian something is

Loot: (n.) items taken from an enemy in war

Native: (n.) originally from that specific location 

Navigate: (v.) to plan and direct a path from one place to another

New World: (n.) a phrase used to describe North, South, and Central America, and Oceania

Old World: (n.) a phrase used to describe Europe, Africa and Asia, which were areas already known to
Europeans before the discovery of the Americas

Prehistoric: (adj.) relating to the period before written records were kept

Resource: (n.) something that can be used by living things

Route: (n.) the path of travel from one place to another

Salvage: (v.) to save something from being destroyed

Settler: (n.) a person who has moved to a new or unoccupied region with the intention of staying there

Stow: (v.) to put something in a safe place

Treaty: (n.) a formal agreement between two or more countries

Voyage: (n.) a journey across water to a faraway or unknown place

26
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